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INTRODUCTION

Personnel of the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) Aerospace and
Transportation Lab have completed a four-year grant program to develop and evaluate the

pneumatic aerodynamic technology known as Circulation Control (CC) or Circulation
Control Wing (CCW) for advanced transport aircraft. This pneumatic technology, which
employs low-level blowing from tangential slots over round or near-round trailing edges of
airfoils, greatly augments the circulation around a lifting or control surface and thus
enhances the aerodynamic forces and moments generated by that surface. Two-
dimensional force augmentations as high as 80 times the input blowing momentum
coefficient have been recorded experimentally for these blown devices, thus providing
returns of 8000% on the jet momentum expended. A further benefit is the absence of
moving parts such as mechanical flaps, slats, spoilers, ailerons, elevators and rudders from
these pneumatic surfaces, or the use of only very small, simple, blown aerodynamic
surfaces on synergistic designs which integrate the lift, drag and control surfaces. The
application of these devices to advanced aircraft can offer significant benefits in their
performance, efficiency, simplicity, reliability, economic cost of operation, noise
reduction, and safety of flight. To further develop and evaluate this potential, this research
effort was conducted by GTRI under grant for the NASA Langley Research Center,
Applied Aerodynamics Division, Subsonic Aerodynamics Branch, between June 14, 1993
and May 31, 1997. NASA personnel within this Branch which have served as Technical
Monitors to GTRI during the conduct of this grant include, in chronological order:

Mr. Edgar G. Waggoner

Mr. Guy T. Kemmerly

Mr. Zachary T. Applin

Ms. Linda S. Bangert

GTRI personnel express our sincere thanks and appreciation for the assistance of
these NASA personnel in the guidance and support of our research during this effort.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

Over these four years of experimental and computational-fluid-dynamic (CFD)

development and evaluation, numerous pneumatic lift, control and stability concepts have
been evaluated for low-speed operations of both subsonic and high-speed civil transports.
Primary emphasis has been on high-lift, low-speed flight during takeoff and landing, as
well as stable, controllable and safe flight under approach and climbout conditions. This

effort includes development and evaluation of pneumatic airfoil and wing high-lift systems;
leading-edge blowing and vortex-flap leading edges; pneumatic pitch, roll, and yaw
devices; blown drag-control surfaces; and blown systems for control and safety of flight in

regions of very high inflow directions (upwash, micro-bursts, down-drafts, etc.).



The resultsof thesefour yearsof grantresearcharesummarizedin the enclosed
technicalpapers,whichhavebeenpublishedin thegeneralopenliterature.Theseinclude:

1. Englar, Robert J., Marilyn J. Smith, SeanM. Kelley and Richard C. Rover III,
"Application of Circulation Control Technology to Advanced Subsonic
Transport Aircraft, Part I: Airfoil Development," AIAA Paper No. 93-
0644; A/AA Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 31, No. 5, Sept.-Oct. 1994, pp. 1160-1168.

2. Englar, Robert J., Marilyn J. Smith, Sean M. Kelley and Richard C. Rover III,
"Application of Circulation Control Technology to Advanced Subsonic
Transport Aircraft, Part II: Transport Application," AIAA Paper No. 93-
0644; AIAA Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 31, No. 5, Sept.-Oct. 1994, pp. 1169-1177.

3. Englar, Robert J., "Application of Pneumatic Lift and Control Surface
Technology to Advanced Transport Aircraft," presented at Transportation
Beyond 2000: Engineering Design for the Future, Conference at NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, VA, September 26-28, 1995. Published in NASA
Conference Proceedings, March 1996.

4. Englar, Robert J., Curt S. Niebur, and Scott D. Gregory, "Pneumatic Lift and
Control Surface Technology Applied to High Speed Civil Transport
Configurations, AIAA Paper No. 97-0036, presented at the AIAA 35th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, NV, January 6-10, 1997. Currently accepted
for publication in the A/AA Journal of Aircraft.

As requested by both the NASA LaRC Grants Officer and the current NASA
Technical Monitor to close out the existing grant, these published reports are thus submitted
herein as the required Final Report and Summary of Research. It is anticipated that this
pneumatic aerodynamic development effort will continue in the immediate future when
NASA funds GTRI Proposal AERO 97 - 1047, "Additional Development and Systems
Analyses of Pneumatic Technology for High-Speed Civil Transport Aircraft", which was
submitted in April, 1997.

In accordance with NASA requirements, we hereby declare that no inventions have
been made or filed by GTRI in relation to the work performed under this grant.
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Application of Circulation Control to Advanced Subsonic
Transport Aircraft, Part I: Airfoil Development

Robert J. Englar,* Marilyn J. Smith,* Sean M. Kelley,, and Richard C. Rover III1:

Georgia Tech Research Institute, Atlanta, Georgia 30332

An experimental/analytical research program was undertaken to develop advanced versions of circulation
control wing {CCW) blown highdift airfoils, and to address specific issues related to their application to subsonic
transport aircraft. The primary goal was to determine the feasibility and potential of these pneumatic airfoils
to increase high-lift system performance in the terminal area while reducing system complexity. A four-phase
program was completed, including I) experimental development and evaluation of advanced CCW high-lift

configurations, 2) development of effective pneumatic leading-edge devices, 3) computational evaluation of CCW
airfoil designs plus high-lift and cruise capabilities, and 4) investigation of the terminal-area performance of
transport aircraft employing these airfoils. The first three phases of this program are described in Part I of
this article. Applications to the high-lift and control systems of advanced subsonic transport aircraft and resulting
performance are discussed in the continuation of this article, Part II. Experimental lift coemcieht values
approaching 8.0 at zero incidence and low blowing rates were demonstrated by two-dimensional CCW config-

urations that promised minimal degradation of the airfoil's performance during cruise. These results and
experimental/CFD methods will be presented in greater detail in the following discussions.
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Nomenclature

airfoil drag coefficient
airfoil lift coefficient

two-dimensional jet momentum (blowing)
coefficient, trailing-edge slot

two-dimensional jet momentum (blowing)
coefficient, leading-edge slot
airfoil chord length
flap chord length
blowing slot height, trailing edge

blowing slot height, leading edge

jet mass flow rate per unit slot span

freestream dynamic pressure

CCW flap radius of rotation
CCW flap upper-surface radius
isentropic jet velocity
longitudinal location of blowing slot
angle of attack
flap deflection angle

Introduction

ASED on existing data, I pneumatic high-lift airfoils ap-pear to offer significant payoffs in the design and de-
velopment of next-generation subsonic transport aircraft. Both
ground and flight experimental investigations have shown that

a specific type of blown airfoil known as the circulation control
wing (CCW) can greatly augment the high-lift capabilities of
conventional mechanical flaps. Reference I provides sum-

maries of some of these developments and includes verifi-
cation of CCW airfoil sections generating very high lift at low

blowing rates. It also discusses successful CCW applications
to and flight tests on fixed-wing short takeoff and landing

Presented as Paper 93-0644 at the AIAA 3lst Aerospace Sciences
Meeting and Exhibit¢"Reno, NV, Jan. ll-14, 1993; received April
27. 1993; revision re[:eived Feb. 25, 1994; accepted for publication
March 7, t994. Copyright © 1994 by the American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics. Inc. All rights reserved.

*Senior Research Engineer, Aerospace Sciences Laboratory. As-
sociate Fellow AIAA.

tSenior Research Engineer. Aerospace Sciences Laboratory. Sen-
ior Member AIAA.

_:Cooperative Student, Aerospace Sciences Laboratory.

(STOL) and rotary-wing vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL)

aircraft. The CCW concept employs tangential blowing over

round or near-round trailing edges, as demonstrated on the

airfoil seen in Fig. 1. Here, the lack of a sharp trailing edge

avoids the Kutta condition requirement that the stagnation

streamline depart the airfoil at the trailing edge. As can be

seen in numerous experimental results, -__ the blowing jet causes

the aft stagnation point to move nearly 180 deg around the
round trailing edge. This action does, in fact, produce a pneu-

matic cambering device. The result is very high-lift genera-

tion, with two-dimensional lift coefficients greater than 7.0

being generated at 0-deg angle of attack.: Lift augmentation

(ACI/C_,) as high as 80 or more has been reported in Refs. 1
and 6. The driving parameter is the momentum coefficient,
defined for two-dimensional airfoils as

C_, = mV,/qc

Conversely, as Fig. 2 shows, a desired large lift increment

due to blowing can be generated either at much lower blowing

requirements than a conventional blown flap, or with a much

smaller trailing-edge flap size.

In addition, high-lift system complexity can be reduced by

substituting simplified pneumatic components for mechanical

flaps, tracks, and actuators. Figure l shows a no-moving-parts

CCW trailing edge applied to a NASA supercritical airfoil

section. 7._ Not only are the conventional leading-edge and
trailing-edge components eliminated, but the resulting lift val-

ues (at zero incidence and up through maximum CI) are quite

significant. As this figure shows. CCW configurations appli-

cable to transports typically generated C_ values up to 6 or 7,

equal to or exceeding the high-lift potential of even the most

complex multielement mechanical flap airfoils. In this case,

the very large leading-edge radius of the thick blown airfoil
produced attached flow up through 10-deg incidence, but it

is obvious that more effective separation prevention was needed

at higher incidence or higher lift. Pneumatic concepts can

further simplify transport aircraft wings by eliminating the

need for mechanical leading-edge devices as well as mechan-
ical-roll-control or direct-lift-control surfaces. _ '

While the high-lift and simplifying capabilities of these CCW

devices have been confirmed in experimental programs and

in actual flight demonstrations on military aircraft, "'_' specific

1160
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the lift-augmenting capabilities of blown flap

and CCW airfoils at a = 0 des.

application-related issues need to be addressed to take ad-

vantage of these pneumatic benefits for transport aircraft.
Research personnel at the Aerospace Sciences Laboratory of

Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) have been involved

with experimental development and computational analysis

of these circulation control concepts since their initiation in

the late 1960s. The present research project was undertaken

by GTR1 to resolve these issues in order to make pneumatic

airfoil technology available for use in next-generation trans-

ports or as retrofits on existing aircraft. Specific issues to be
addressed include the development of advanced CCW airfoils

while minimizing airflow and blowing requirements; deter-

mining the feasibility and efficiency of pneumatic leading-
edge devices: employing CFD computational methods to guide

the design of CCW systems; and finally, investigating system

performance for a postulated CCW subsonic transport (see

Part II of this article). Results of the two-dimensional airfoil

investigations will be presented in the following sections.

Development of Advanced CCW Airfoils

Prior CCW Configurations

Previous development of CCW high-lift airfoils has yielded

a number of configurations intended for both fixed-wing STOL

and rotary-wing VTOL aircraft; many of these have generated

NO-MOVING-PART CCW/SUPERCRmCAL AIRFOIL

and mechanical high-lift systems.

high-lift augmentation at low blowing rates. Whereas this lift

augmentation is significant, the drag associated with large
unblown radii can be prohibitive in cruise. An attempt to

reduce that drag penalty was successful, TM as much smaller

trailing-edge radii were incorporated into the patented bluff
trailing-edge configuration on a 17% supercritical airfoil (Fig.

1). While the drag was greatly reduced, it was found that

small CCW radii with larger slot heights could cause jet de-

tachment and sudden lift loss at higher C,_. As a compromise

to the above, the dual-radius CCW configuration was devel-

oped. _ Figure 3 shows a typical CCW configuration of this

type applied to a 16% thick supercritical airfoil. This config-

uration improves upon the round bluff CCW in three ways.
First, the short-chord flap has a sharp trailing edge in the

retracted configuration, so that in cruise there is very little

increase in base drag or separated flow caused by the unblown

round surface. Secondly, when this short flap is deflected

about an initial radius r,, the upper surface of the flap is a

uniform circular arc with larger radius r:. This is much more
conducive to inc_reased jet turning. Thirdly, the simple me-

chanical deflection also provides unblown camber, which adds

to the total lift capability and provides some aerodynamic lift

should a blowing loss occur. These advantages offer significant

gains over the fixed round CCW configurations, even at the

risk of adding some mechanical complexity. Thus, the de-

velopment of advanced CCW configurations under the cur-
rent effort has concentrated on the evaluation of these dual-

radius configurations.

Two-Dimensional Airfoil Experimental Test Setup

Accurate two-dimensional experimental evaluation of blown

high-lift airfoils is not a trivial undertaking, and considerable"

care must be expended to perform this effort properly.': The

primary problem that must be overcome is the interaction
between the momentum deficits in the tunnel-wall boundary

layers and the severe adverse pressure gradients on the blown
airfoil downstream of both the leading-edge and trailing-edge
flaps or blowing slots. If left uncorrected, this yields strong

vorticity at these junctions and nonuniform downwash all along

the airfoil span; non-two-dimensional results are guaranteed,

and the true angle of attack is far less than the nominal geo-
metric value. For the present investigations conducted in the
GTRI Model Test Facility (MTF) 30- × 43-in. subsonic re-

search tunnel, a tangential wall blowing system previously

developed at GTRI 1o improve ground-effect investigations '3
was modified to provide combined floor and ceiling blowing
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Advanced dual-radius CCW configuration applied to a 16% thick supercritical two-dimensional airfoil model.

Fig. 4 Baseline two-dimensional CCW dual-radius airfoil in MTF

test section, showing floor and ceiling wall blowing slots in entrance.

(Fig. 4). When applied to the present vertically-mounted air-

foil tests, the calibrated wall blowing value that removed the

wall interference also reduced the measured drag by up to
45% for the blown airfoils. This resulted from elimination of

the induced drag due to vorticity at the walls. Static pressures
measured along the model span also confirmed this blowing

value as returning the spanwise flow to a near-uniform value

from floor to ceiling. In addition to these spanwise pressures,

chordwise static pressure measurements were taken on the
model surface at midspan for comparison to CFD analytical

results. Force and moment coefficients were recorded by a

floor balance. The CCW model spanned almost 30 in. from
tunnel floor to within r_ in. of the tunnel ceiling, and was

mounted on a 12-in.-diam base plate attached to the floor

balance system. A thin endplate separated the ceiling end of

the model from the wall, allowing only enough space to pre-

vent model grouytding. After the calibration of the ceiling
blowing system, drag tares were taken on the base plate with
wall blowing activated, and a blown tare as a function of

dynamic pressure was determined. This increment was sub-

tracted from all floor-balance data. Further explanation of

test techniques, including mass flow/jet velocity tradeoffs (i.e.,

slot height vs pressure ratio), are given in Refs. 2, 4, 7, 8,
and 12.

The airfoil of Fig. 3 was evaluated in this facility using these
special two-dimensional test techniques. This configuration

had previously been evaluated in the MTF tunnel as part of

a powered-lift STOL program. *_ Those tests were conducted

using a semi-span three-dimensional model with a constant-

chord wing having this same airfoil section, and extending 26

in. from the tunnel floor, yielding an aspect-ratio-5.5 config-
uration. These semispan tests provided a good basis for eval-

uating the parameters of flap deflection, momentum coeffi-

cient, slot height and CCW turning radius, but their strong

three dimensionality made them incompatible with previous

high-quality two-dimensional data for other blown and me-

chanical-flap airfoils. Therefore, a rigorous effort was under-

taken as part of the present program to accurately re-evaluate

this baseline CCW dual-radius configuration as a two-dimen-

sional airfoil. Although an improved version of this airfoil

was designed using in-house CFD codes, the model conver-
sion was not completed in time. Thus, the original dual-radius

CCW/supercritical configuration of Fig. 3 was reinstalled in
the GTRI Model Test Facility tunnel as a baseline reference

two-dimensional airfoil model, Fig. 4.

Two-Dimensional Evaluation of Dual-Radius CCW Airfoil

Initially, force and moment coefficients plus static pressure
distributions were recorded for this baseline CCW/Supercrit-

ical airfoil with the Krueger leading-edge flap deflected 60

deg and the 10.9% chord dual-radius flap deflected 90 deg.
Figure 5 shows an aft view of the deflected flap with blowing

applied. A cotton tuft reveals the large jet turning angle at

the flap trailing edge. Figures 6 and 7 show reduced and

corrected _2 balance data for this two-dimensional airfoil (la-

beled "MTF12") in comparison to data previously recorded

for the semispan version of the same configuration (labeled
"T158"), all taken at a geometric incidence of a = 0 deg.

The production data was taken at a dynamic pressure of 10

psf to limit larger aerodynamic loads and possible grounding

of the balance, and is thus somewhat conservative, not taking

advantage of the favorable Reynolds number effect shown.

Also evaluated were the effects of variation in blowing slot

height h (also discussed in Refs. 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8). In Fig. 6,

two-dimensional lift values 26 to 43% greater than those of

the semispan model are seen, primarily due to the elimination
of the strong tip vorticity and improved test s_up for the

present two-dimensional data. Corresponding to this elimi-
nation of the induced finite-span effects are the 21-68% lower

values of measured two-dimensional drag coefficient seen in
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Fig. 5 Aft view of CCW dual-radius two-dimensional airfoil showing
jet turning and attachment to 90-deg CCW flap.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of two-dimensional airfoil and three-dimensional
aemispan lift results for the dual-radius CCW model at a = 0 deg
(60-deg Kroeger and 90-deg CCW flap deflections).

Fig. 7. These data emphasize the large difference between

two- and three-dimensional data, and stress the importance

of adequate two-dimensional test techniques._2 Also of inter-

est in Fig. 7 is the initial reduction of the two-dimensional

drag as the blowing reduces separation on the highly deflected
flap.

The above results represent a significant increase in lift-

augmenting capability compared to previous CCW configu-

2.6, T158, 3-D, b/2=26"
h-0.015", op10 psf

2.4,

-----IP---- h-0.0075", q-lO psl

2.2

1.6.

Cd
2-D or 3-D 1,4,

0.2 h = 0.015", a = O"

0,0'

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

c.

Fig. 7 Comparison of two-dimensional airfoil and three-dimensional
semispan drag results for the dual-radius CCW model at a = 0 deg
(60-deg Krueger and 90-deg CCW flap deflections).

rations. In Fig. 1, the lift of this dual-radius CCW airfoil is

compared at a = 0 deg to the state-of-the-art high-lift airfoils
and to earlier CCW configurations. Lift improvement of up

to 35% over previous two-dimensional CCW airfoils is due
partly to the increased unblown camber of the short-chord

flap, and partly to the increased lift-augmentation capabilities

provided by the greater CCW turning-surface radius on the

flap. Lift values approaching 8.0 at 0-deg incidence and rel-

atively low momentum coefficient represent a factor of from
1.8 to 4 increase over the zero-incidence lift values for the

various mechanical flaps surveyed in Fig. 1. Furthermore,
when these are added to a lift curve slope of 0.1/deg (or more,

to be shown below), an effective leading-edge device should

be able to yield C_m,x values in the 9 or greater range. It is

significant to note that these two-dimensional pneumatic high-

lift values recorded on the present CCW model are the highest

ever recorded at these lower blowing rates by the first author

in his 20+ yr of experience in test and evaluation of blown

airfoils and wings.

This lift-generating ability is further emphasized by the static

pressure distributions shown in Fig. 8, where very high trail-

ing-edge suction peaks result in flow entrainment and circu-
lation enhancement. However, even at a = 0 deg, these

distributions reveal the beginning of leading-edge separation

on the Krueger flap at higher blowing, amplifying the need

for a more effective pneumatic nonmechanical leading edge.

Figure 9 shows variations in static pressure distributions as

angle of attack is increased at a constant blowing value, and

reveals the same type of LE separation.

To provide a baseline reference for the performance in-

crease due to blowing on the dual-radius CCW, the flap was
retracted to the cruise position (trailing edge located on the

chord line), and the Krueger leading edge was removed. Fig-

ure 10 denotes the large aerodynamic differences between the

high-lift and cruise configurations at 3 blowing rates: 0.0, 0.15,

and 0.28. It also shows the increase in stall angle provided by

the mechanical LE device. The augmentation effects of large

jet turning, flow entrainment, and supercirculation on the
overall airfoil characteristics are obvious. The dual-radius CCW
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Fig. 9 Chordwise static pressure distributions for the dual-radius
CCW airfoil, (60-deg Krueger and 90-deg CCW flap).

configuration with large deflections of the short-chord flap

thus demonstrates very effective lift-generating capability as

long as adequate leading-edge separation prevention is pro-
vided.

Pneumatic Leading-Edge Devices

Leading-Edge Effectiveness

Development of pneumatic or mechanical flap systems brings

with it the essential requirement for effective leading-edge
(LE) devices to prevent flow separation at large values of

supercirculation, whether these values be produced by high
incidence, mechanical camber, or pneumatic flow entrain-

ment. '-_ The current two-dimensional airfoil employs a

Krueger leading-edge flap deflected 60 deg (Fig. 3), a state-

of-the-art device commonly used on commercial and military

transport aircraft. Its effectiveness in increasing stall angles

and maximum lift coefficients is emphasized in Fig. 1 l, when
compared to the same 90-deg-flap CCW airfoil with the Krue-

ger flap retracted. The stall angle is increased by 6-7 deg for

the unblown flap, and by 15 deg or more as flap C,, is in-
creased. However, the Krueger's effectiveness at high super-
circulation values is still limited, as stall occurs at less than a

= 5 deg at higher C,, values. Also, at lower lift and incidence,
the 60-deg Kruege_, flap stalled on its lower surface. These

results clearly emphasize the need for a more effective lead-

ing-edge device. To develop an appropriate blown leading
edge, CFD codes (to be discussed below) were used to analyze

suction peaks experienced in the leading-edge pressure dis-
tributions. Over an anticipated range of lift, blowing, and

incidence, the blowing slot needed to be located slightly ahead

of the adverse pressure gradient so that it could entrain the

flowfield and delay separation.

4
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e ,/
C_=.28

.15

Q

/ HL,,Hlgh Lift
CR,,CrulIe
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]Fig. 10 Comparison of high-lift (60-deg Krueger and 94)-deg CCW)
and cruise CCW airfoil configurations.
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Investigation of Dual-Slot CCW Airfoil

A preliminary dual-slot CCW airfoil was assembled by com-
bining a CFD-designed blown leading-edge contour with the
baseline CCW dual-radius aft flap assembly of Fig. 3. Figure
12 shows this model and the associated static pressure tap

locations. Several slot height values and internal plenums were

tested. The ability of this pneumatic LE to deter flow sepa-

ration is shown in Fig. 13. Here, for two values of blowing

on the CCW flap, variation in leading-edge blowing is shown.

For reference, the clean (Krueger-retracted K,.) configuration

is also shown. Compared to the clean leading edge, an in-

crease of 2-4 deg in stall angle was produced by the aft-facing
LE slot with blowing off. A significant gain in stall angle (10-

13 deg) was produced by applying C,_LE = 0.10. Additional

LE blowing above this amount was somewhat less productive.
It was also found that increased LE blowing momentum was

recovered as thrust (negative drag).

Figure 14 compares the effectiveness of LE blowing (C,,LE

= 0.18) to the 60-deg Krueger flap. For zero and low CCW

flap blowing, LE blowing has several strong effects. It extends

the stall angle 6-7 deg beyond the Krueger value, eliminates

the lower surface stall on the Krueger, and adds a lift incre-

a

4 ".mr

.15 wh. J it FETC!
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fold •
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| .

CIz-0 EXT.Krueger Exterv_ed 60 (leg
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-1 I I ......
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dag

Fig. 11 Effect of adding Krueger leading-edge device to dual-radius

airfoil with 90-deg CCW flap deflection.

ment while preserving the lift-curve slope. At higher CCW

flap blowing, the pneumatic LE continues to yield higher stall

angles than the Krueger, and makes the stall less severe by

forcing aft rather than leading-edge separation. For all values

of trailing-edge blowing, the Krueger LE is surpassed by the

blown LE in both CLm, and stall angle achieved. This im-

proved LE performance was produced _y a redesigned in-

ternal plenum yielding more uniform spanwise flow than from
the original slot configuration. The known improvement 7.s''

due to smaller slot height has been incorporated into this

configuration. The uppermost curve of Fig. 14 shows the im-
provement in CLm,x and stall angle available if increased LE

and TE blowing are available. The effectiveness of the pneu-

matic leading-edge has thus been verified as a means to extend

the stall angle, increase usable lift and "soften" the stall.

This was further confirmed by the static pressure distri-

butions shown in Figs. 9 and 15. Note the significant differ-

ences in the vicinity of the leading edge. The high LE jet
velocity yields high negative pressure coefficients (Fig. 15)

compared to those of the Krueger flap (Fig. 9). The concept

of a blown leading edge offers significant potential here. The
mechanical retraction/deployment components are elimi-

nated. When blowing is terminated, the device becomes trans-

parent. It does not experience lower surface stall at low in-
cidence, and it surpasses the Krueger flap in keeping leading-

edge flow attached at high incidence and lift. In addition, if

applied in conjunction with a blown trailing-edge flap, its

blowing schedule can be coupled directly to that of the flap,

so that increased leading-edge protection occurs with in-

creased supercirculation. The experimental evaluations thus

confirmed these high-lift capabi!ities of CCW airfoils, and that

this lift could be augmented by variations in angle of attack,

blowing coefficients, flap deflections, and/or blowing slot

heights.

Analytical Development of Circulation Control Airfoils

Design of the improved CCW airfoils was aided by the use
of in-house viscous-flow CFD codes. The complex flowfields
about circulation control (CC) airfoils with multiple jets are

governed by highly interactive viscous and inviscid flow re-
gions. Previous lower-order methods for computational anal-
ysis of single-slot CC airfoils '6-_ have consisted of weakly
coupled viscid-inviscid methods. While good results have been

obtained via these methods, a comprehensive analysis of the

force characteristics of multiple slot/flap airfoils requires an

analysis method that accounts for the strongly coupled nature

of the different flow regimes.
Therefore, a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver with

imbedded jet characteristics is appropriate to produce simu-

lations for both blown and nonblown airfoils, thus providing

continuity of force predictions. Several of these solvers -_"-''

Xslot

_.( -

x=4.'P'

Flap Assembly Juncture x='/.7S"

Static Press LG'7"616 Contour_ Slot

LE Plenum Aft Air Supply Channel CCW Flap Htngeline

Original Dual.Radius
CCW Flap

Fig. 12 Dual-slot, dual-radius CCW two-dimensional airfoil model.
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are currently available, including one developed by Georgia
Tech 22 and Lockheed known as GT2DNSCC (Georgia Tech

2-D Navier-Stokes Circulation Control). The solver is based
on a conventional two-dimensional Navier-Stokes method de-

veloped at Georgia Tech that has been applied and validated
for a number of steady and unsteady applications 23-24 with

conventional airfoil geometries. This Georgia Tech method-

ology is considered to be an industry standard in two-dimen-

sional Navier-Stokes solvers, and is currently in use at several

U.S. companiesS _

The solver utilized in this project is based on GT2DNSCC,

where the unsteady two-dimensional Reynolds-averaged,

compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved in a body

fitted coordinate system using an alternating direction implicit

(ADI) procedure. An in-depth discussion of the numerical
details of the solver is given in Ref. 26. Two examples of the

user-defined grid generation input are shown in Figs. 16 and

17, the first representing the clean cruise airfoil, and the sec-

ond representing the CCW high-lift configuration, with the
leading edge deployed.

The CFD simulations were first applied to locate the correct

placement for the leading-edge slot. Positive angle-of-attack

sweeps were performed analytically on the candidate airfoils

at a Mach number of 0.1. By determining the chordwise lo-
cation of the suction peaks at various angles of attack, the jet
slot was located forward of the adverse pressure gradient to

boost that suction peak and to avoid premature separation at

higher angles of attack. The leading-edge design shown in

Fig. 12 resulted from this analysis.

The CFD codes were also used to predict blown high-lift

performance. Figure 18 shows a typical computed blown pres-
sure distribution in comparison to measured data from the

tunnel test. Agreement is quite good for this highly viscous

flow case, with only small discrepancies noted due to slight

variations in theoretical vs actual model geometry, actual

blowing slot height when pressurized, and actual angle of
attack.

One of the primary tasks of this study was to investigate

the cruise performance of CCW airfoils since no compressible
flow testing had been conducted. Cruise performance for the

conventional and circulation control airfoils with flaps re-
tracted was predicted for Mach numbers from 0.1 to 0.8, and

drag polars were generated up through compressible speeds.
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Computed cruise performance characteristics at Much-0.6
for conventional supercritical, original CCW, and modified CCW air-
foils (no blowing).

A typical set of performance curves for unblown cruise con-

figurations is shown for a Mach number of 0.6 in Fig. 19. The

conventional airfoil (the upper configuration in Fig. 3) pro-

vides the best overall performance due to the thinner cusped

trailing edge. The original CCW airfoil, which was based on

previous CC airfoils and is shown in Fig. 16, had the poorest

higher-speed performance. The new CCW airfoil, which in-

corporated many of the conventional airfoil shape features
ahead of the slot and modified CC features downstream, showed

a great improvement over the original CCW airfoil's char-

acteristics. As angle of attack increases, the cruise perfor-

mance of the CCW airfoils diminishes with respect to that of

the conventional supercritical airfoil with aft camber. This is

due to the effect of the discontinuity formed by the leading-

edge blowing slot on the CC airfoils. It implies that the lead-

ing-edge slot should be as thin as possible. In actual use, it

could be designed as a flexible lip, opened only when pres-

surized for low-speed, high-lift operation. At 4-deg angle of
attack and lower, especially at lower Mach numbers, the cruise

performance of the new CCW airfoil approaches or is equiv-

alent to the original supercritical airfoiFs performance.

Further details of this CFD analysis as well as additional

details on test technique and results can be found in Ref. 27.

Conclusions

The above experimental and analytical results confirm the
high-lift potential (C_ of 8 at a = 0 deg) of CCW advanced
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airfoils aided by leading-edge blowing. Control of lift, drag,

and pitching moments on these airfoils was provided by var-
iations in blowing rate, angle of attack, LE or TE flap de-
flections, and blowing slot height. Extension of the compu-

tational analyses to cruise conditions indicates that new CCW

airfoil shapes maintain good cruise characteristics at non-
blown conditions, unlike previous larger TE radius blown

airfoil geometries.

These results offer the potential for reduced complexity

and lower terminal-area noise levels for subsonic transport

aircraft equipped with CCW high-lift systems, and indicate
similar payoffs for higher-speed transports. The results strongly

suggest the potential of practical CCW transport configura-
tions to provide the following capabilities, and it is thus rec-

ommended that further development be pursued:

1) CCW performance will greatly reduce takeoff and land-
ing speeds, yielding reduced runway lengths and increased

safety of flight in terminal areas.

2) Steep climbout and approach flight paths due to STOL

capability can yield reduced noise exposure to surrounding
communities.

3) Greatly increased liftoff gross weight and landing weight
provided by smaller wing area will allow transport wings that

are more optimized for cruise and greater fuel efficiency.

4) Pneumatic CCW configurations will greatly reduce high-

lift system complexity, as will the combination of high-lift,

roll-control, and direct-lift-control surfaces into a single mul-

tipurpose pneumatic wing/control surface.

Part II of this article discusses the application of circulation

control technology to a typical subsonic transport aircraft, and

further emphasizes these potential payoffs.
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Application of Circulation Control to Advanced Subsonic
Transport Aircraft, Part II: Transport Application
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An experimental/analytical research program was undertaken to develop advanced versions of circulation

control wing (CCW) airfoils and to address specific issues related to the application of these blown high-lift
devices to subsonic transport aircraft. The primary goal was to determine the feasibility and potential of these
pneumatic configurations to increase high-lift system performance in the terminal area while reducing system
complexity and aircraft noise. A four-phase program was completed, including 1) experimental development
and evaluation of advanced CCW high-lift configurations; 2) development of effective pneumatic leading-edge
devices; 3) computational evaluation of CCW airfoil designs plus high-lift and cruise capabilities; and 4) the
investigation of the terminal-area performance of transport aircraft employing these airfoils. The first three
phases were presented in Part I of this article. This segment, Part II, describes the fourth phase of the program.
Experimental lift coefficient values approaching 8.0 at zero incidence were demonstrated by two-dimensional
CCW configurations and were reported in Part I. These were used to predict 70-80% reductions in takeoff

and landing distances for a three-dimensional advanced subsonic transport configuration employing a simplified

pneumatic high-lift system. These results and the methodology used to obtain them will be presented in greater
detail in the following discussions.
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Nomenclature

longitudinal acceleration

wing or aircraft drag coefficient

airfoil drag coefficient

wing or aircraft lift coefficient;

approach lift coefficient
airfoil lift coefficient

jet momentum (blowing) coefficient

airfoil chord length
flap chord length

kinetic energy, vertical component

height above ground

blowing jet mass flow rate

freestream dynamic pressure

CCW flap radius

wing planform area

effective blown planform area

ground roll distance
distance over 50-ft obstacle

ambient temperature

engine installed thrust
freestream velocity

approach velocity

isentropic jet velocity

liftoff velocity

engine airflow
engine core airflow

engine fan airflow
horizontal distance over ground

angle of attack

stall angle of attack
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A = delta, change in

_i = flap deflection angle
y = climb angle

Subscripts
2-D = two dimensional

3-D = three dimensional

Introduction

ASED on existing data} pneumatic high-lift airfoils ap-pear to offer significant payoffs in the design and de-
velopment of next-generation subsonic transport aircraft. Both
ground and flight experimental investigations have previously
shown that a specific type of blown airfoil known as the cir-
culation control wing (CCW) can greatly augment the high-

lift capabilities provided by conventional mechanical flaps.
References 1-12 provide summaries of some of these devel-
opments and include verification of CCW airfoil sections gen-

erating very high lift at low blowing rates. They also discuss
successful CCW applications to and flight tests on fixed-wing
short takeoff and landing (STOL) and rotary-wing vertical
takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft. The CCW concept em-
ploys tangential blowing over round or near-round trailing

edges to pneumatically replace multielement mechanical flaps.
Here, the lack of a sharp trailing edge avoids the Kutta con-
dition requirement that the stagnation streamline depart the
airfoil at the trailing edge. The jet turning action does, in

fact, produce a pneumatic cambering device. The result is
very high-lift generation, with two-dimensional lift coeffi-
cients greater than 7.0 being generated at 0-deg angle of at-

tack. 2 Lift augmentation (AC,/C_,) as high as 80 or more has
been reported in Refs. 1 and 6. The driving parameter is the

momentum coefficient, defined for three-dimensional wings
as

C,, = mvi/qS (1)

In addition, high-lift system complexity can be reduced by
substituting simplified pneumatic components for mechanical

flaps, tracks, and actuators. Figure 1 (from Part I of this

article) shows a no-moving-parts CCW trailing edge applied

to a NASA supercritical airfoil section. _.s Not only are the

1169
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conventional leading-edge and trailing-edge components

eliminated, but the resulting lift values (at zero incidence and

up through maximum C_) are quite significant. As this figure

shows, CCW airfoils applicable to transports typically gen-

erated Ct values of 6 to 7, equal to or exceeding the high-lift
potential of even the most complex multielement mechanical

flap airfoils. Pneumatic concepts can further simplify trans-

port aircraft wings by eliminating the need for mechanical

leading-edge devices as well as mechanical-roll-control or di-
rect-lift-control surfaces. _ In Part I of this article, an advanced

dual-radius CCW with a pneumatic leading edge was devel-

oped that generated lift coefficients approaching 8 at 0-deg
incidence, which represents as much as 30-35% increase in

lift over the prior CCW results. This airfoil is also shown in

Fig. 1, where tho' resulting improvement in lift performance

is seen as the solid symbols. Since blowing behaves as a pneu-

matic flap, lift curves through these a -- 0-deg points will be

parallel to curves at constant flap angles 8r, with CL=.. a

function of the leading-edge device effectiveness.

While the high-lift and simplifying capabilities of these CCW

devices have been confirmed in experimental programs and

in actual flight demonstrations,t°.'] specific application-re-
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Fig. 3 One-eighth-scale wind-tunnel lift and drag data for B737 air-
craft (from ReL 13), and predicted B737/CCW data (90-deg CCW
flap, 60-deg Krueger flap).

lated issues need to be addressed to take maximum advantage

of these pneumatic benefits. The two-dimensional research

discussed in Part I developed new versions of the CCW pneu-

matic airfoil. The present research project, Part II, was un-

dertaken to resolve these application issues in order to make
pneumatic airfoil technology available for use In next gen-

eration transports or on retrofits of existing aircraft. Specific

issues to be addressed in Part II include analytically applying
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Table 1

t
t

Aerodynamic characteristics of the conventional

B737 aircraft

Condition Flap a CL Co

Takeoff ground roll 30 deg 1.0 deg 1.320 0.196
Lifloff 30 deg 8.0 deg 2.130 0.288
Landing ground roll 40 deg 1.0 deg 1.640 0.275
Approach 40 deg 6.0 deg 2.175 0.342

Table 2 B737-100 terminal area
operating parameters

Empty weight 62,000 Ib

Typical gross weight 111,000 Ib
Maximum landing weight 101,0001b
Typical landing speed 144 mph
FAA takeoff field length 4,300 fl
FAA landing field length 4,000 ft
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the two-dimensional results of Part I to a postulated advanced

subsonic transport, and investigating system performance for

that aircraft employing a CCW high-lift system. Results of

these investigations will be presented in the following sections.

Investigation of CCW System Performance

Results of the two-dimensional evaluations presented in

Part I of this study were incorporated into the design of an

advanced CCW high-lift system for a subsonic commercial

transport aircraft. This required prediction of the blown air-

craft's high-lift capabilities with available or postulated air

sources powering the system, and employing appropriate an-

alytical routines to predict the takeoff and landing perfor-

mance. These analyses had to take into account any new

restrictions placed on blown high-lift aircraft if these deviated

from conventional mechanical systems. The following sections
discuss generation of the aircraft high-lift characteristics, pre-

diction of the associated terminal area performance of the

modified commercial transport, and discussion of resulting

issues relevant to blowing system integration into the CCW
aircraft.

Transport Aerodynamic Characteristics

The Boeing 737-100, a twin-engined commercial transport

(hereafter referred to as B737) was chosen as a comparative

sample case to investigate potential gains to be realized from
the CCW application. This aircraft was especially convenient

as NASA Langley Research Center currently operates that

configuration (Research Aircraft NASA 515) in its ongoing
Subsonic Transport High-Lift Flight Research program. In its

production version, it employs a triple-slotted mechanical flap

with leading-edge slats and Krueger flaps, thus placing it near

the best of the mechanical systems shown in Fig. 1 of the Part

I article. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of these mechanical

components on the B737 wing, and the comparable CCW

system proposed for the same span. (In actual application,

the authors would propose full-span blowing all the way to
the outboard aileron edge, with roll control by means of dif-

ferential blowing, but that would have been an unfair com-

parison to the actual mechanical flaps in this case.)

In the absence of actual full-scale flight test data for this

aircraft, NASA Langley personnel supplied Ref. 13, which

provided B737 baseline geometry and aerodynamic charac-
teristics from _-scale wind-tunnel results. These model data,
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Fig. 7 Lift available at takeoff for B737 and B737/CCW aircraft (90-

deg CCW, 60-deg Krueger), sea level.

shown in Fig, 3, were used to represent the B737-100 in the
following analyses. Also shown are predicted characteristics

of the CCW version of this aircraft (to be discussed below).

The following should be noted: 1) the Fig. 3 wind-tunnel data

are untrimmed and out of ground effect, and 2) Reynolds

number corresponds to q = 30 psf on the A-scale model, not
full-scale.

Critical to takeoff and landing performance is the opera-
tional angle of attack. Using FAA guidelines for commercial

transports (FAR Part 25, Ref. 14), the takeoff velocity should

be 1.10 x V,._,, and the touchdown velocity 1,15 x V_,,. If

the takeoff flap setting is assumed as 30 deg, and the landing

flap as 40 deg onjJhe B737 aircraft, takeoff will occur at ot =
8 deg, and landing at a = 6 deg. This corresponds to the

aerodynamic characteristics for the conventional aircraft (from

Fig. 3), shown in Table 1.
It is realized that actual B737 takeoff is probably at a lesser

flap setting angle than 30 deg (possibly 10 deg or so), but

wind-tunnel data for that flap setting was not available. The

10-deg lift curve is approximated in Fig. 3, but drag was not

00000 70000 00000 80000 100000 110000 120000

GROSSWEIGH'r,I_.

Fig. 8 Predicted liftoff velocities for B737 and B737/CCW.

easily interpolated. For the takeoff and the climbout calcu-

lations, the shortened ground roll due to increased lift at 30

deg rather than 10 deg will be offset somewhat by the in-

creased drag. The main intent here is to compare the takeoff

trends from a conventional flap to those for the CCW con-

figuration. Pertinent B737-100 operational data obtained from
Ref. 15 are shown in Table 2.

B737/CCW Aerodynamic Characteristics

In the absence of wind-tunnel evaluations of a three-di-

mensional B737/CCW model, an existing semiempirical
method _°,t6n7 was used to convert data for the two-dimen-

sional dual-radius CCW airfoil with the Krueger leading-edge

flap (Figs• 3, 11, and 14 from Part I) into three-dimensional

finite-wing data for the B737, spanning the same portion of

the wing as the existing mechanical flaps and leading-edge

devices, Fig. 3. This method adjusts the two-dimensional data
for sweep, taper ratio, aspect ratio, partial-span flaps, and

three-dimensional lift curve slope, and provides an increment

in lift at ot = 0 deg, which is then added to the clean aircraft
lift at zero incidence:

C/,_o - = CL_,., + ACLcc . = 0.04 + 0.5804ACtco, (2)

Here, all input two-dimensional values (C_cc,) are the a =
0-deg value at a given C,, for the flap at 90 deg (see Fig. 1),

and the clean B737 value (Ct_ = 0.04) came from Fig. 3. An

entire family of these values will exist, as both blowing and

incidence are variable. The blowing-dependent values of AC¢c _
came from the two-dimensional data (such as Fig. 6 of Part

I) corresponding to the appropriate two-dimensional C,., based
on only the blown wing area Self:

c.:.o = C_oS/So,, (3)

The lift due to incidence is derived by assuming (based on

much past experience) that the blown lift curves will parallel
the mechanical-flap curves for the same affected wing area.

Using this procedure, the lift data of the B737/CCW config-

uration at et = 0 6 and 8 deg were generated and plotted
• , . ', , . . |
m Fig. 4. The ongmal two-dnmenslonal data at a = 0 deg are

shown for comparison. These B737/CCW lift curves are also

plotted in Fig. 3 for comparison to the baseline B737. The 6-
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and 8-deg angle-of-attack values are retained as the landing
and takeoff values of the B737/CCW aircraft to make results

directly comparable to the conventional B737.

The blown drag was determined using the same semiem-

pirical method, _(''1__7 and is described in more detail in Ref.
18:

Co = Ct, c,_.. + Co.,°.,,. + Ct,_o.,._ + Co,,,,,e,.,_ (4)

where C_,_.. is the zero-incidence cruise drag of the baseline

B737, and Coo.,_,,. is derived from the two-dimensional mea-
sured drag at a = 0 deg corrected for area S/S=. and three-

dimensional planform effects, just as C_o.. was. Figure 5

shows the resulting drag for the two-dimensional airfoil at

a = 0 deg, and for the three-dimensional B737 and B737/
CCW aircraft at a = 0, 6, and 8 deg. Representative drag

polars for the CCW aircraft with 90-deg flap deflection, both
with and without blowing, have been added to those of the

conventional aircraft in Fig. 3. These data are sufficient to

predict takeoff and landing performance once the aircraft

engine characteristics are known.

Engine Characteristics with Blowing

Detailed engine characteristics for the B737-100's JT8D-15
turbofan engines with blowing were not available at the time

of these initial predictions. It was thus decided to scale the

characteristics of an existing similar engine, the TF-34 tur-

bofan, for which satisfactory performance data was known.'7_

At this point, it was assumed that bleed would be taken di-
rectly from the engine to avoid requiring a separate auxiliary
power unit (APU). The JT8D-15 engine characteristics were

scaled from the TF-34, using a 1.67116-scale factor based on
rated thrust and an 8% installation thrust loss, which were

applied to the data of Fig. 6. To avoid larger thrust loss due
to core bleed, it was further assumed that only airflow from

the fan would be used to power the CCW on takeoff and
landing, and that the maximum pressure ratio available was
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1.5. Thrust loss due to fan bleed was assumed to be equal to
the percent of airflow removed from the fan (i.e., 5% fan

airflow removal resulted in 5% thrust loss). Further details

of engine bleed, ram drag accounting, etc., are provided in
Ref. 18.

B737 and B737/CCW Takeoff Performance

To analyze the effects of pneumatic high-lift systems on the

takeoff performance of advanced transport aircraft, an exist-
ing STOL takeoff performance routine developed during the
A-6/CCW STOL Demonstrator program _°.t_.L_ was revised

.j . . ,
and updated..S)nce takeoff and landing condmons are not
known a priori for blown aircraft (i.e., CL and CD are de-

pendent on C,,, which is dependent on attainable liftoff dy-

namic pressure, which is dependent on weight, blowing mo-
mentum, and available CL and Co, which are dependent on

C,,, etc.), an iterative routine is required. This is further com-

plicated by additional requirements such as one-engine-out

on takeoff, takeoff acceleration required, climbout gradients,

3

I'

Fig. 12

\
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Available lift for B737 (40-deg flap) and B737/CCW (90-deg
CCW flap, 60-deg Krueger flap) at approach incidence down a 4-deg
glide slope and during ground roll.

etc. The existing numerical routine was verified for a Navy

A-6 aircraft using existing Navy operational data sets and
charts, tr,t7

Figures 7-11 show typical results of the effects of blowing
on B737/CCW available lift, liftoff speeds, and ground rolls.

In Fig. 7, the takeoff lift and drag coefficients do not vary
with weight for the conventional B737 during ground roll (a

= I deg), or at liftoff (_ = 8 deg), nor for the B737/CCW

during unblown ground roll. However, available C,,, and thus "

the blown CL and Co, do vary with weight and available
airflow momentum, which thus affects liftoff speed. Notice

that at lighter weight, the available CL from blowing is as
much as three times that of the baseline B737, and 75% greater

at the heavier weights. Figure 8 presents the corresponding

reductions in liftoff speed due to CCW, ranging between 15-

40% (depending on weight) of the speeds of the B737 with

30-deg flap deflection. Also shown is the approximate curve

for the 10-deg flap setting. These significant reductions in

liftoff speed were produced by using only engipe fan bleed
on an otherwise standard B737 to power a CCW high-lift

system. Figures 9 and 10 depict the resulting reductions in
takeoff ground roll distance and distance over a 50-ft obstacle,
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and how those parameters are affected by temperature and
head wind [labeled wind-over-deck (WOD)]. Relative to the

conventional B737, the CCW version reduced ground roll

distances from 37 to 80% (with light weight, 20-kt bead wind,
and T = 59°F being the best conditions), and reduced distance

over the 50-ft obstacle by 27-74%. While a flap angle of less

than 30 deg might be expected to increase the conventional

aircraft's performance by reducing the drag, the same would

be expected for a takeoff version of the B737/CCW with a

flap deflection less than 90 deg.

Note the limitations placed on performance by the require-

ment that available blowing be reduced (to reduce drag and
increase thrust) until the available horizontal acceleration at

liftoff is at least 0.065 g. This results from a Navy operational

limitation to account for the possibility of one-engine-out at

liftoff, and is retained here as a conservative measure. It

should eventually be replaced by the commercial aviation

equivalent limitation. Figure 11 shows the climb angle and

flight path after liftoff for a typical 105,000-1b B737 and B737/

CCW, both with no head wind. Blowing was not reduced

after the CCW aircraft's liftoff, and its'flap deflection re-

mained at 90 deg; thus that aircraft still experienced high-

induced drag during climbout. The B737's flap remained at

30 deg. Nevertheless, the CCW climb angle at 50 ft is virtually
the same as the B737, whereas the CCW aircraft traversed

only 60% of the ground distance. This performance could be

improved if the bleed rate were reduced as the aircraft was
climbing, i.e., to maintain a constant rate of climb.

B737 and B737/CCW Landing Performance

To continue analysis of the effects of pneumatic high-lift

systems on the terminal area performance of advanced trans-

port aircraft, an existing STOL landing performance routine
developed during the A-6/CCW STOL Demonstrator pro-
gram _°-_6was also revised and updated. This existing landing
program had also been verified for a Navy A-6 aircraft. '"_7
As was the case for takeoff, landing conditions for blown

aircraft were also not known a priori. An iterative routine

was again required. This landing analysis was further com-
plicated by additional requirements imposed, such as no ac-
celeration down the glide slope, maximum allowable rate of
sink at touchdown, etc. Figures 12-16 show typical results of
the effects of blowing, head wind, and temperature on avail-

able aerodynamic coefficients, approach speed, and landing

ground roll. There is a significant impact on landing perfor-

mance produced by using only enough engine bleed to main-

tain equilibrium flight along the glide slope. Even so, increases
in available lift for the CCW range from 2.5 to 3.5 times the

conventional aircraft in Fig. 12. The generation of high in-

duced drag on approach is of great benefit, as it offsets thrust

and allows equilibrium flight down steeper glide slopes onto

smaller runways. Figure 13 shows that approach speed re-
ductions of 36-47% are possible when blowing is applied to

the 737/CCW. The positive effect of head winds on reducing

landing ground roll is seen in Fig. 14, where the full weight
range of 737/CCW aircraft experience less than 500-ft ground

rolls on a standard day with a 20-kt head wind. Figure 15

depicts the resulting 54-76% reductions in landing ground
roll due to CCW, even with no head wind. In these data,

either spoilers or shutdown of CCW blowing were applied

during the ground rolls to unload the wing and add weight to

the gear for better braking. Note that an alternate advantage
of blowing is that a much greater aircraft gross weight can be

landed by the blown aircraft in the same ground roll distance

as the conventional aircraft. For instance, on a 90-deg day

(Fig. 15), a 145,000-1b B737/CCW aircraft can land in the

same 1270-ft ground roll required for a 65,000-1b basic B737,

resulting in a 123% gross weight overload capability produced

by CCW.
A related concern, of course, is whether the existing landing

gear can absorb the extra weight. Figure 16 shows the pre-
dicted vertical component of kinetic energy EKv resulting

from landing at the speeds shown in Fig. 13. If the maximum

B737 gross weight of 101,000 lb is taken as an upper bound

on weight for the conventional aircraft at 90°F, the landing

limit on vertical kinetic energy that can be absorbed at this
aircraft weight is approximately 0.32 × 10 _ ft-lb. This value

is not experienced by the B737/CCW aircraft until the weight

is approximately 150,000 lb at 90°F. Thus, these large overload

capabilities appear entirely feasible when considering gear

loads; wing structural loads or other constraints still need to
be evaluated. These types of analyses will be essential to

performance prediction for advanced transports fitted with

CCW, even though commercial operational requirements may

vary from those applied here. These takeoff and landing per-

formance analysis routines show relative performance ira-
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provements and should be used for further analysis once ad-

ditional trimmed aerodynamic and propulsive data become

available for the Boeing 737, or other representative current-

day commercial subsonic transport aircraft, both with and
without blowing.

Conclusions

The above three-dimensional analytical results confirm that
the high-lift potential (two-dimensional Cj of 8 at a = 0 deg)
of advanced circulation control airfoils is a viable means for

improving the takeoff and landing performance of repre-

sentative subsodic transport aircraft. Control of overall wing
characteristics (lift, drag, and moments) on these aircraft is

available to the pilot through variations of blowing rates, angle

of attack, leading-edge (LE) or trailing-edge (TE) flap de-

flections, and slot height. These results offer the potential for

reduced complexity and lower terminal-area noise levels for

subsonic transport aircraft equipped with CCW high-lift sys-

tems, and indicate similar payoffs for higher-speed transports.

The results, together with those from Part I of this study,

strongly suggest the potential of practical CCW transport con-

figurations to provide the following capabilities:

1) CCW performance will greatly reduce takeoff and land-

ing speeds, yielding reduced runway lengths, smaller noise

footprints, and increased safety of flight in terminal areas.

2) Greatly increased liftoff gross weight and landing weight
developed by smaller wing area will allow transport wings that
are more optimized for cruise and greater cruise fuel effi-

ciency.

3) Pneumatic CCW configurations will greatly reduce high-

lift system complexity, as will the combination of high-lift,

roll-control, and direct-lift-control surfaces into a single mul-
tipurpose pneumatic surface.

4) Steep climbout and approach flight paths due to STOL

capability can yield reduced noise exposure tolsurrounding
communities.

It is thus recommended that further development be pur-
sued.
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Comparison of Circulation Control Wing and Mechanical High-Lift Systems

The application of tangential blowing to round or near-round trailing edges of helicopter
rotor blade sections has been under development and fright testing for a number of years. Very

high lift augmentation, (ACI/Cgt= 80-100 without any moving flap components) was verified
during two-dimensional (2-D) wind-mrmel testing. This suggested the application to high-lift
systems of fixed wing aircraft. As shown in the figure below, the application of a trailing edge
radius equal to 0.9 % wing chord produced maximum lift coefficients nearing 7.0, and values of

6 at o_=0 °. The real potential is the very low blowing coefficient (C_t= mass flux x jet
velocity/qS) at which these values are achieved; these coefficients could conceivably be obtained
from direct bleed of existing engines (to be discussed later). An interesting comparison between
the blown a/rfoil and the multi-element mechanical high-lift systems is shown. It required
double or triple-slotted flaps and mechanical leading edges to achieve lift performance
comparable to the blown no-moving-part CCW/Supercritical section shown. The following
figures show the confis'mation of blown high-lift augmentation during flight test and further
_'foi.l/wing developments as background. These lead up to recent developments of advanced
pneumatic high-lift and control-surface configurations and applications.

i

MULTI-ELEMENT MECHANICAL HIGH-LIFT AIRFOILS
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NO-MOVING-PART CCW/SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL
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Dual-Radius Circulation Control Wing Configuration with Krueger Leading-Edge Device

The one disadvantage of the round or near-round CCW configuration was high base drag
in cruise. An alternate configuration known as the Dual-Radius CCW airfoil was developed at
David Taylor Naval Ship R and D Center and at Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company-

Georgia. As shown here applied to a 17% supercritical airfoil, this short-chord flap rotated up to
90 ° about a lower surface hinge point, exposing a small-radius (rl) CCW surface. The upper
surface of the small flap (normally 10-11% chord, but as low as 5% chord has been
demonstrated) was a second much larger radius (r2) which provided excellent jet turning when
deflected to flap angles as high as 90 °. When retracted, a sharp trailing edge existed for cruise,
and the large upper surface radius yielded little ff any aft flow separation. The airfoil shown here
was tested extensively at LASC-Georgia. A mechanical Krueger leading-edge flap deflected 60 °
was initially installed to keep the leading edge flow attached at the very large supercirculation
and high upwash produced by the blown trailing edge. Results are shown on the following
pages.
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2,-D CCW Lift Comparison Showing 3-D and Tip Vortex Effects

These data show lift performance at a=0 ° for both the 2-D dual-radius-CCW airfoil with

a 60 ° Krueger LE flap and 90 ° CCW flap and an aspect-ratio 5.5 semi-span wing created when
this airfoil model was retracted through the tunnel floor. Two-dimensional lift values of nearly 8
were generated for C,I_ of 0.4. The lift improvement of this dual-radius flap over the previous

round CCW trailing edge is approximately 35% and is accompanied by greatly reduced cruise
drag ( to be discussed later). The 2-1:) lift improvement represents a factor of 2 to 4 increase over

the mechanical flaps of previous slides at o_=0 °. Note also the lift reductions that occur due to tip

vorticity and span wise effects when the airfoil is converted to a 3-D semi-span wing.

Nevertheless, the resulting CL values of greater than 5 at affiO° are still appreciable.

6 ¸

lift Coefficient,
CL,

2-D Or3-D
$,

0.2 0.3 0.4

Blowing Momentum Coefficient, C.,p
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Blown Leading Edge Lift and Stall Improvements

Blown airfoilliftcurves are shown below to compare the Krueger flapmechanical
leadingedge (identifiedas K) with the blown leadingedge (LE) of thepreviouspage. For
reference,thecleancruiseairfoilisalsoshown. Note heretheKrueger lower surfacestallat

Cg---0,and thatforany constantvalueof trailingedge Cg, theLE blowing shows significantly
higherstallangle,aswellas,greaterliftatlesserincidence.This isbecause,unlikemechanical
LE devicesatlow incidencetheLE blowing itselfadds to thesupcrcirculationof theairfoil.
Leading edge blowing alonewas found totraversealltheway to thetrailingedge dual-radius
flapand remainattachedtoatleasta portionoftheflaparc,thusaugmentinglift.Thus,a non-
moving pneumaticLE and a short-chorddual-radiusCCW trailingedge yieldedveryhigh lift

augmentationeven at cz--O°.

I

-1

)..".J

_/j %-c-_E..o _'"-

C_m0 I_ K: 60 ° Kru®ser --

LE: CgLE=.I 8' _'_' Crul7: _rlap'O_
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Predicted Boeing 737 and 737/CCW Takeoff" and Approach Speeds

Terminal area speeds of the conventional 737 are a function of gross weight, flap angle
and temperature, as shown below. Corresponding 737/CCW speeds vary with available blowing
instead of flap angle which is fixed here at 90 ° . Available blowing corresponds to bleed of
existing fan bypass air. Blowing reduces liftoff speeds by between 15 and 40%, depending on
aircraft weight and temperature. Approach speeds were decreased by 36 to 47% by blowing.
One imagines that these could be even greater reductions ff more air were available, say from an
onboard APU dedicated to high lift in terminal area operations, but to heating, air conditioning
and/or pressurization at other times.
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Predicted 737 and 737/CCW Takeoff Ground Rolls at Sea Level

This data applies to previously mentioned takeoff speeds, available with and without
blowing, and includes thrust loss due to bleed where appropriate. Blowing has been reduced
where necessary to assure that a minimal acceleration at lfftoff of 0.065g was available, a Navy
one-engine-out restriction. Ground roll reductions from 37 to 80% result, with the greatest
reductions being at lighter weights. Again, increases in gross weight that could be lifted airborne
at a constant ground roll distance show very large improvements for the blown aircraft over the
conventional configuration.
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Short Field Capability for Pneumatic Commerc/al Aircraft (??)

Thanks are due to Southwest Airlines Company for this interesting picture which we
downloaded from their World Wide Web home page. The previous data indicates that these
ground roll distances, implied in jest here by the airline, are already possible for a light weight
737-CCW commercial aircraft. Given optimization of the flap angle and addition of leading
edge blowing, ground roils of these short distances should be possible for a much larger range of
weights for pneumatic commercial airliners.
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Advanced Dual-Radius CCW/Supercritical 2-D Airfoils

The ultimate goal in the development of pneumatic airfoils is to design one with very
high-lift capabilities, no cruise drag penalty, few or no moving parts, and minimal changes to the
baseline cruise airfoil configuration. The dual-radius CCW configuration with leading edge
blowing as previously discussed was close to this goal. However, to ensure excellent CC'W jet
turning, an enlarged trailing edge radius had been chosen which exceeded the original
supercritical airfoil contour. A more recent configuration is shown below, the small dual-radius
CCW airfoil. Here the initial radius (RI) has been cut in half relative to the previous airfoil so

that the undeflected flap fails within the cruise airfoil contour. This produces an initial radius of
3% wing chord and a flap chord of less than 10% wing chord. Again, leading-edge blowing is
employed. The same CCW airfoil as previously tested has been modified into this configuration.
The following slides will present representative data. It should be noted that the plenums shown
are probably oversized relative to actual aircraft application. Here they had to contain pressure
recording equipment and static pressure tubing while still not distorting plenum flow.

LG-7-ilt
SUPERCRITICAL

AIRFOIL

LARGER CCW DUAL-RADIUS

XSLOT_ FLAP

KRUEGER

FLAP IF " le

LARGER DUAL-RADIUS CCW WITH KRUEGER LE FLAP ....

IJ¢ i'_lm

la'm_ _ cram. REDUCEDCCW DUAL-RADIUSFLAP
FLAP

CCW lid orll_l ,ul

Clmmr

_"_"_ _ _ _1 "0.03C

/- V- Ot/C,,o.o_

SMALL DUAL-RADIUS CCW WITH LE. BLOWING
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Force Amplification of Small Du_-R_us CCW _doll _ap_ °

At this point, only the undeflected-flap configuration has been evaluated in the tunnel
with blowing, but the results are quite enlightening since this represents the cruise airfoil. For
reference in the data below, we have included the recent NASA Energy Efficient Transport

(EET) airfoil, from AIAA Paper 95-1858. This is a single-slotted flap/slat high-lift airfoil, where
the less complex single-slotted flap is used to reduce parts count, complexity, cost, and noise due
to turbulence over multi-element flaps. Its cruise airfoil is a 12% thick supercritical airfoil and
test Reynolds number ran from 9 to 16 million. The current CCW airfoil is a 17% thick

supercritical design with high-lift test Reynolds number less than one million. The results below
show that the smaller CCW flap performed better than the larger CCW configuration, probably
because of the increased aft camber of the supercritical airfoiL Note that this new airfoil with no
moving pans can produce lift coefficients ofilei_'ly 6. That compares favorably with the NASA
EET airfoil, which, by necessity, is subject to considerable high-lift system optimization,
including flap and slat angle, gap, overhang, Reynolds number, etc. Observe the considerable
loss in lift performance and drag increase which result when the flap overhang varies slightly
from the optimized value (OH=-0.0025c). The unblown minimum cruise drag of the CCW
airfoil falls in the very acceptable range of around 0.0112-0.0113. (The corresponding cruise
drag for the larger dual-radius CCW airfoil at the same conditions was 0.0156-0.0160). The
addition of blowing to the cruise airfoil reduces the measured drag to negative values. The

negative drag increment produced is on the same order of magnitude as the Cp applied; that is,
there is high thrust recovery from the blown surfaces. The implication here is that airfoil
efficiency (l/d) can be very high and can be adjusted during flight by variation in blowing. The
fact that this no-moving-part blown airfoil generates greater lift from blowing values on the order

of Cp --0.1 than the flapped and slatted mechanical airfoil, speaks very highly for this new
configuration. It also suggests the possibility of no-moving pan blown surfaces to replace
aileron, spoiler, rudder, and elevator control surfaces on conventional aircraft.
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Blown Canard onGeneric High SpeedCivil Transport Model

Pneumatictechnologyis not limited to advancedsubsonictransport aircraft. Current
designsfor proposedHigh SpeedCivil Transportconfigurations employ highly sweptwing
designsand achievehigh lift augmentation by leading edge vortex generation. This, however,
usually requires approach and takeoff at very high angles of attack. This has required additional
tail power and such unusual features as nose droop on some designs. Recently, GTRI has
investigated for NASA the application of pneumatic technology to HSCT configurations to
provide alternative means of Lift and angle of attack control. Blown circular-cylinder canards
had been applied to National Aerospace Plane configurations to provide pitch control for takeoff,
and strong control of wing vortex burst had been discovered to result as well. The same concept
was applied here to a generic HSCT configuration. Two blown canards were applied to a half-
span NASP model which had a wing planform very similar to HSCT planforms. These canards
included Canard 1 (AR=I.3 with forward-swept trailing edge) and Canard 3 (AR=2.6, with aft-
swept trailing edge) as shown below. Each of these canards had an aft-blowing slot and a dual-
radius-type trailing edge flap. This flap was deflectable, but all of the data shown here were
obtained with 0 ° deflection. The picture shows the higher-aspect-ratio canard with blowing
mapped by a tuft. Flow visualization showed that when blowing was applied, the downwash
behind the canard delayed vortex burst on the wing because of reduced upwash over the wing
leading edge.

_l_lllml | i |

l,,llsc'rModll

Blown Canard Planforms
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Cyclic Blowing and Load Tailoring

Additional oppor_mities exists for pneumatic lift and control of both low-speed and high-
speed transports. It has been shown during earlier pneumatic applications to helicopters that
pneumatic blowing could be made to vary quite rapidly (30 cycles per second or more). Recent
applications to fixed-wing aircraft show additional benefits. From a control standpoint,
aerodynamic response at 30 cycles per second is quite beneficial. We have also found that cyclic
blowing can reduce the amount of mass flow required from the engine to augment aerodynamic
forces. For instance, a time-averaged lift can be obtained at an average mass flow which is less
than the constant mass flow value required for the same lift under steady-state conditions. From
a controls standpoint, it is also possible to pneumatically tailor both the spanwise lift loading
(and thus the induced drag) as well as the lifting surface root bending moments. It is possible to
provide an elliptic spanwise slot distribution and thus an elliptic lift distribution with the
associated minimum induced drag. It is also possible to reduce tip loadings due to gusts by
adjustment of blowing values near the wing tip.

i I i
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Challenge to American Aerospace Technology

The American commercial aircraft industry Is under challenge from foreign competitors in terms
of both Advanced Subsonic Transports (AST) and the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT). For example,
during its first commercial flight in June 1995, the latest Boeing airliner, the 777, was already competing
against two similar foreign aircraft, the A330 and A340 (by the European consortium Airbus Iadustrie
including member companies from Britain, France, Germany and Spain). The American MD-11 aircraft
faces similar competition. US airlines are already buying and flying a number of these foreign-bnilt
aircraft (see below). American industry has yet to produce even a prototype HSCT, but the British/French
consortium built the Concorde supersonic transport which has been flying commercially (with flights into
the US) since 1976. Amerfean advanced transport technology is behind. Even though numerous
research programs have been conducted over the years and promising technology developed, a
concentrated efficient integration of these technologies (including thorough environmental and economic
impact analyses) has not been completod. TI_ next generation of efficient commercial aircraft must
exhibit superior performance; satisfy all noise and environmental requirements, and exhibit adequate
economic potential by satisfying the interests of airlines and by offering an affordable ticket price to the
passenger. In order to achieve all these objectives, the designer must, early in the design process, account
for cost of operation and reliability/maintainability. State-of-the-art aerodynamic, propulsive, control,
noise, and operational technologies need to be developed, and n logical means to effectively
integrate these into promising advanced US designs needs to be employed. Advances In pneumatic
technology and its application to American transport designs can yield major benefits to our
industry.

ValuJetnearingpurchase.ofnewjets
i  l='favori= . (Atlanta Journal-Constitution,9/20/95)

Northwest Airlines Airbus A320
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What's Needed??

Proof of concept verification of much of this pneumatic technology has already occurred,

and patents exist or have been applied for. Immediate research and systems analysis that need to
be accomplished near-term are shown below. Applications to near-term designs such as the
Advanced Subsonic Transport and the High Speed Civil Transport should take precedence.
Integration of aerodynamic, propulsion, stability & control, and acoustics teams into a unified

design effort is essential.

•i VI/HA-T'S I IEEDI D??

• High Speed Performance of Pneumatic Airfoils

• Mission Integration; System Analysis; Payoffs & Penalties; MDO

• Experimental/CFD Evaluation for Particular ConfigurationgAppfications
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ABSTRACT

Experimental evaluations have been conducted of
blown high-lift devices and control surfaces applied to
improve the low-speed performance of generic High Speed
Civil Transport aircraft. Plain blown flaps and advanced
pneumatic high-lift devices have been integrated into highly-
swept vortex-dominated wings. These produced large lift
increases and significant drag reductions greater than full jet
thrust recovery. Because conventional horizontal mils were
found inadequate to trim these configurations, blown canards
were employed. In addition to providing positive lift
increments for trim, the canards were found to favorably
influencethehigherangle-of-attackvortex-liftcharacteristics

of thesewings. The downwash from thesecanardsresulted

indelayof wing vortexburst.The paperpresentsdetailsof

these investigations and test results which confirm the
effectiveness of combined pneumatic high-lift devices and
conlrol surfaces on these HSCT aircraft.

IblIB.0D.L_C_O_

Various forms of blown aerodynamic devices have
been evaluated in recent years to augment the low-speed,
high.lift characteristics of modern-day aircraft. These
aircraft, especially military configurations, usually have
relatively high wing loadings and associated high takeoff and
landing speeds with long ground rolls. Use of pneumatic
devices, such as blown flaps or jet flaps, can augment the
lift of mechauica] flaps and reduce terminal-area speeds and

distances (ground roll as well as climb-out and approach
flight paths). More recently, a concept known as
Circulation Control (CC), which employs tangential
blowing over highly rounded small trailing edges, has been
shown to greatly augment lift and thus improve takeoff and

landing capabilities 1-7. For the two-dimensional airfoils of

subsonic aircraft using this teclmology2, 4, lift augmentation
of nearly 80 times the input blowing momentum has been
recorded, as has significant drag reduction due to jet thrust
recovery and prevention of flow separation.

Recent interest in high-speed commercial aircraft
such as the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) suggests

that this pneumatic technology should greatly benefit these

vehiclesaswell5. Inadditiontohigh wing loadings,these

aircraftalsofrequentlyemploy vortexlifton takeoffsand

landingsathigh anglesof attack.This has requiredsuch

"features"as mechanical nose droop for visibilityand

highly-upsweptaftfuselagecontoursforground clearance

upon rotation. Reduced wing sweep and increased wing
planform area can improve low-speed flight, but may hinder
high-speed cruise performance. A recent research program
conductedatGeorgiaTech Research Institute (GTRD under

the sponsorshipof NASA Langley Research Center has

evaluatedthe potentialof blown aerodynamic devicesfor

both liftingsurfaceand controlsurfaceappUcationstohigh-

speedcommercialaircraft.Major goalsofthisprogram were

to:(I)developadvanced pneumatic high-liftconfigurations

forhighly-sweptwings;(2)evaluateblown canardsforpitch

trim,vortexcontroland liftaugmentation;and (3)evaluate

Figure 1 - Planform of the GTRI semi-span NASP/HSCT configuration

* Principal Research Engineer; Associate Fellow, AIAA
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Figure 4- Semi-span generic HSCT model installed at high
c_in the GTRI Model Test Facility, including Canard 3

!

controlledairsupplylinespassingthroughseparateflow
meters and through trapezes to minimize air pressure tares
on the balance.

Static flow visualization (wind off) showed that the
wing trailing-edge blowing jet sheet adhered to the plain flap
surface and deflected 30.35 ° when the flap was mechanically
deflected to 20 ° (Figure 5). In comparison, the highly
curved CC trailing edge of the blown canard yielded jet
turning of nearly 90 ° (Figure 6). Similar results were seen
on the wing's CC flap configurations. Whereas this mining
would prove effective in augmenting the canard's lift and
providing pitch capability plus a positive lift increment to
trim, the real payoff of the blown canard was expected to
come from its ability to grea0y reduce the upwash flowfield
onto the swept wing leading edge.

3

Figure 6 - Static flow visualization of blowing over
Canard 3 aft-swept CC trailing edge

27_.Z.RF,SLR,T_

This genericblown HSCT model was tested
subsonicallyovera largeangle-of-attackrangewitheach
canard,witheachrail,and forseveralflapconfigurationson
the wing and canard trailing edges. The sketch in Figure 2
shows the canard locations relative to the wing leading edge.
(Of course, on this half-span model, only one canard was
tested at a time). Measured forces and moments at 0.50
MAC were corrected for small pressure tares and for the
interference effects of the splitter plate. In these data, the
blowing coefficients for either the wing or the canard are
dcfmcdas:

CI_ = _ Vj/(qS)

Here, th is the measured slot mass flow, Vj is blowing jet
velocity, q is freestream dynamic pressure and S is half-wing
reference planform area. (For this semi-span model, a
reference area for only one wing and aerodynamic forces and
moments half those of a full-span configuration yield full-
span 3-D coefficients).

Canard and Blowing Effects

Canards 1 and 3 (AR = 1.29 and 2.58, respectively)
were evaluated at two vertical locations: high (fuselage
centerline) and low (wing plane), but only with the 20° plain
flap on the wing, not with the CC flap installed. Figures 7
and 8 present the tail-off lift curves and drag polars for the
baseline unblown aircraft (cruise and 20 ° flap), and for the
20 ° blown flap, both with and without the canards. From
the data taken, the lower aspect-ratio Canard 1 was found to
be the more effective of the two, probably because its
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Figure 9 - Flow visualization showing vortex formation
before and after canard blowing, a=290

a. No canard blowing, vortex burst on wing

Figure 9 - (Continued)
b. Canard blowing, unburst vortex on wing

The main gain from the canard i_onfirmed by the
vortex characteristics shown in Figure 9. Ibis wind-on flow
visualization showed that when canard blowing was applied,
the strong downwash behind the canard greatly delayed or
prevented vortex burst on the wing because of the reduced
upwash over the swept leading edge. The first photo shows
large vortex burst formation on much of the wing without
canard blowing at ct = 29*, which is beyond the stall angle.
In the second photo, the unburst vortex is restored and the
stall angle is extended by addition of the canard blowing.
Figure 10 compares the lift performance of the blown
canards (with flaps deflected) at different vertical locations.

One additional capability of the blown canard is
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Figure 14 - (Continued) : b. Lift curves

combination of a smaller blown canard, a small horizontal

tail, or further aft c.g. are suggested. Figure 14b shows the
corresponding lift values.

Circulation Control Wing

Evaluation of an advanced blown wing was
undertaken as a third phase of this test program. Based on
the very high lift augmentation already confirmed for

rounded trailing edge CCW configurations 1.2,3,4,5 but
designed to keep cruise drag low, the CCW flapped
configuration of Figure 3 was applied to the HSCT model.
In its cruise mode, thetrailing-edgecircula_arcprovided48 °
of surface arc deflection;ffthat arc was extended by

deflectionof the lower surfaceby about 34°,(i.e.,6Flap=

34°), then the jet turning angle would be 90 °. Tnis additional
flap deflection is intended to provide much greater lift
augmentation as well as drag generation for use on approach.
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Figure 15 - Lift augmentation due to various blown TE
flaps, a---0 °, enlarged tail
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Figure 16 .Drag variation due to various blown TE flaps,
a--0 °, enlarged tail

Figure 15 shows how the additional jet taming of the three
pneumatic flap configurations augments lift at vt : 0 °. The
flapped CCW nearly doubles the lift of the undeflected CCW
due to the additional jet turning, and nearly triples the lift of
the plain blown flap. The effect of slot height variation is
also seen here. Nose-down pitching moment was seen to
increase with lift due to the increased aft loading produced by
blowing. The ability of these three blown configurations to
alter drag is shown in Figure 16, where the additional jet
turning and lift also add to the induced drag. The cruise



onthesehighlysweptwingsshowa 1200%returnon
theblowingmomentuminput.

• Drag reductions greater than 100%, partly due to jet thrust

recovery and partly clue to operation at much lower body
and wing incidence to achieve a desired lift

• Lift generation at much lower angle of attack, reducing the

need for such typical HSCT characteristics as drooped
nose and aft fuselage upsweep.

• Blown canards (or even unblown canards) appear able to

trim the nose-down pitch of these configurations, as
well as to limit the circulation-induced upwash and thus
delaystalldue to vortexbursting

Additional trends observed were:

• Neither the conventional nor the enlarged all-flying

horizontal tails were able to trim this generic HSCT
configuration in the high-lift modes tested. Unless
canards were added, only the unblown 20 ° plain flap was
trimmable by the tails. The canards alone provided the
necessary trim capability, but were longitudinally
unstable.

• Aerodynamic lift for the wing/tail combination appeared to
reach a vortex-burst-induced limiting value for this

aircraft, independent of how the wing circulation was
achieved (incidence, blowing, flaps, etc.). Canards can
help the configuration to exceed this limit by reducing
upwash onto the wing and delaying vertex burst.

It thus appears that pneumatic high-lift devices and
control surfaces can offer significant improvements in the
low-speed characteristics of HSCT-type aircraft. However,
vortex burst and stall need to be controlled, and some form

of leading-edge device or canard should be considered.
Conventional tail surfaces alone do not appear adequate to
trim the high-lift devices evaluated, and thus a blown canard
integrated with or replacing this tail looks quite promising.
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